Résumé. - 
1. Introduction. -Three dimensional storage using phase hologram recording in transparent media is a technique which allows high storage density and capacity, since the minimum bit size may be as small as the cube of the optical wavelength [1] . Photosensitive electrooptics belong to the most promissing class of three dimensional optical storage materials [2] : illumination causes mainly a change in refractive index, their spatial resolution is diffraction limited, they don't require any revealing process and they are reusable. Some of them require low recording light energy (100/JlJ/cm2 for K(TaNb)03 using a two photons process [3] , 3 mJ jcm2 for Sro,75Bao,25Nb206 [4] ), or show strongly assymetric recording-erasure cycles, which allow multiple hologram superimpositions (more than 500 holograms superimposed in LiNb03 : Fe [5] ).
In the most cases, the storage time is found experimentally equal to the dielectric relaxation time (some seconds to some months), and this is the reason why photoinduced change of refractive index is attributed to photoinduced electric fields, and not to polar defects reorientations or photoinduced dipole moments. Indeed, it was demonstrated that photocarriers excited from impurity centers can move on macroscopic distances in these crystals before being trapped, which generate space charge fields and refractive index changes via the electrooptic effect.
The carrier transport processes can be isotropic diffusion [6] , or anisotropic diffusion in polar materials which give rise to a bulk photovoltaic effect [7] , or drift under the influence of an applied field [8, 9] , or combinations of these three effects. They generate a current in an external circuit connected to the crystal under illumination such as :
The diffusion current exists only for non uniform illuminations I(x), which cause a gradient of photocarriers concentration n(x).
The photovoltaic current is proportionnal to the absorbed light power al(x) and can be measured only parallel to the polar axis of the crystal. The Glass [7] , and the same scattering effects appear as shown in the short circuit configuration. (Fig. 3a) . 4 .2 SHORT CIRCUIT RECORDING. -From the analysis performed in the previous section, recording and selective erasure operations should be done with the crystal short circuited. With such conditions eq. (10) shows that the index change is established around the original value (Fig. 3b) .
and by coherent erasure process, the new photoinduced change is :
After such a Recording-Coherent erasure cycle, the initial index value is really recovered (Fig. 3b) (Fig. 5) (Fig. 6b ).
Repositionning of reference beam at Braggs angle e2 and selective erasure in the page (Fig. 6b ).
Repositionning the reference beam on Bragg angle 91, and complete erasure of the third hologram (Fig. 6b) . Figure 7 demonstrates the possibility of logical operations between two binary transparencies A and B (metallic grids for avoiding phase distorsion). In the particular situation where B is a uniform object transparency (B = 1) the reconstructed image has a reversed contrast. The experimental sequence of figure 7 shows the logical operation A + B. 
